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Abstract: - Dimensioning radio resources in GSM/GPRS networks is particularly important because of
the presence of mixed traffic: voice and data. Appropriate models are required especially when the
implemented resources allocation strategy is Partial Partitioning. In this paper we propose three mixed traffic
models suitable for dimensioning cells using PP scheme. In order to validate our models we define and
compare several performance parameters: blocking probability for voice, throughput (total and per user), cell
utilization and blocking probability for data. The models based on combined FR and HR voice traffic
technique and the DHR voice technique implement an optimal use of resources based on half-rate mobiles
capability and re-packing mechanisms. The mixed models we proposed could be used for dimensioning radio
resources in GSM/GPRS networks in order to ensure the adequate QoS level for each type of service
according to the voice and data traffic loads.
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1

Sharing resources between different users and
different services is a key concept for GSM/GPRS
resources dimensioning.
A multiservice traffic model has to be
developed to comply with different interfaces and
constrains, like statistical multiplexing and high load
threshold applied.
The traffic model must lead to effective
dimensioning methods, such as to avoid congestion
cases or network over dimensioning.
Lots of previous works have studied traffic
modeling in GSM/GPRS networks trying to
establish different performance parameters needed
for dimensioning purposes. An important element of
these networks is the radio interface resources.
Dimensioning rules have to be developed to plan
and estimate the radio capacity needed for the
predicted amount of data users when the radio
resources are shared between circuit and packet
switched services.
It is well known that GSM operators have
dimensioned their networks for voice service in
terms of offered voice traffic and blocking
probability. The reference model for this system is
the Erlang-B formula [1]. This formula gives the
proportion of calls that are blocked as a simple
function of system capacity and voice traffic
intensity.

Introduction

The integration of General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) and Enhanced GPRS into the GSM system
raises many problems. The traditional GSM system
operates based on circuit-switching technology. A
GSM voice call needs the assignment of a single
circuit, also called time-slot (TS), for its entire
duration because it is a time-division-multiplexing
scheme.
The GPRS network allows an end user to send
and receive data in packet transfer mode within a
public land mobile network (PLMN) without using a
permanent connection between the mobile station
(MS) and the external network during data transfer.
This way, GPRS optimizes the use of network and
radio resources (RRs) since, unlike circuit switched
mode, no connection between the MS and the
external network is established when there is no data
flow in progress. The principles defined for the
Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM)
radio interface were kept for GPRS, since the
notions of time slot, frame, multiframe, and
hyperframe have not changed for GPRS as
compared with GSM. The GPRS network, based on
PS technology, with a variable throughput is
designed for supporting several types of data traffic
such as Wap, Web, E-Mail, etc.
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The PP scheme offers many advantages: first,
reserving a set of time-slots for each type of traffic
allows guaranteeing, as in CP a minimum QoS for
each type of traffic. Second, the PP scheme provides
a better efficiency than CP which is not suitable for
maximizing radio utilization, especially when
dealing with a highly varying demand.
Due to these advantages, the PP resource
sharing algorithm is widely implemented in a large
number of deployed GSM/GPRS networks.
In order to improve the number of voice users
that the network can manage, different strategies
could be applied in the voice time-slot assignment.
Several papers have been published on traffic
modeling and performance evaluation in
GSM/GPRS networks. The major works in this field
are based on analytical models using queuing theory
and continuous-time Markov chains, and assuming
an infinite number of users in the cell [1], [3] - [6].
In [7]-[9] analytical models based on discretetime Markov chains have been proposed and a
single type of traffic is considered. It is assumed to
be generated by a finite number of users and
modeled by an Erlang-like law.
In [2] Dahmouni et al. present an approach for
dimensioning GPRS networks based on the
modified Engset model.
Recently published papers address the problem
of improving the quality of service and the
performance parameters based on different
strategies regarding the radio resources allocation
[10] - [15].
In this paper we implement a mixed voice and
data traffic model and define several performance
parameters suitable for dimensioning purposes. The
model is based on the PP time-slots allocation
scheme witch consider the resource sharing between
voice and data. In order to optimize the resources
used by voice users, we implement three different
models for voice traffic taking into consideration
the full and half rate capabilities of the mobiles. For
data traffic analysis we consider the modified
Engset model. Based on the three voice traffic
model and on the data traffic model mentioned
before, we implement three mixed traffic models.
We compare these mixed models based on several
performance parameters:
- for voice: blocking probability;
- for data: total throughput, throughput per
user, blocking probability and cell utilization.

Usually the data traffic is characterized by
bursts and is application dependant. A
communication session may last for an extended
period of time with intermittent packet
transmissions.
Another major problem of dimensioning
GSM/GPRS networks is the choice of strategy to
partition the available cell capacity between
traditional GSM and new GPRS services.
The Radio Resources Manager (RRM) is in
charge of optimizing the usage of radio resources,
based on a specific resource sharing algorithm.
Three main static resources sharing schemes
can be distinguished [2]:
- In the first one, all radio channels are
shared between voice and data, as shown in Fig.1. It
is called Complete Sharing (CS).
TS (Voice + Data)

Fig.1 Time slots allocation with CS scheme
- In the second one, called Complete
Partitioning (CP), time-slots are divided into two
sets as indicated in Fig.2 and each type of traffic is
allowed to use only its dedicated set.
TSV

TSD

Fig.2 Time-slots allocation in CP scheme
In this case the total number of time-slots is
given by relation:
TS  TSV  TS D

(1)

- The third allocation scheme (Fig.3), known
as Partial Partitioning (PP), contains the following
channel sets: two sets each one being reserved for
strict usage of its dedicated traffic: voice or data and
one set shared between voice and data traffic
depending on voice and data traffic loads.
TSVV
TS

TSVD

TSD

Fig.3 Time-slots allocation in PP scheme

The mixed models we proposed could be used
for dimensioning radio resources in GSM/GPRS
networks in order to ensure the adequate QoS level

According to Fig.3 we have the relation:
TS  TSV  TSVD  TS D
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downlink, IP packets are fragmented and
encapsulated into LLC frames by the SGSN. The
payload size of each radio block depends on the
coding schemes, i.e., the applied radio error
protection. The GPRS standard defines four Coding
Schemes.
The corresponding sizes of the RLC block radio
are indicated in TABLE 1. We have also mentioned
the data rate associated with each coding scheme.

for each type of service according to the voice and
data traffic loads.

2

GSM/GPRS System Description

Our paper considers a single cell which supports
two types of traffic: GSM voice calls and GPRS data
flows.
In traditional circuit-switched GSM networks,
on each frequency carrier a 200 kHz bandwidth is
shared between 8 voice calls.
GPRS data traffic uses the same radio interface
as GSM voice calls, hence, radio resources available
in the cell have to be shared among GSM and GPRS
traffics. In the GPRS technology a mobile station
can use several time-slots simultaneously for one
application, in order to perform its transmission with
a higher throughput. Each time-slot can be shared
among several users by assigning different
Temporary Flow Identities (TFI) to the mobile
phones. Each TFI identifies a GPRS physical
connection called Temporary Block Flow (TBF). Up
to 32 TFI’s can be allocated per TDMA frame. Data
flows are multiplexed by a PCU-based scheduling
algorithm. In addition to time-slot partitioning, the
GPRS system also allows for time-slot aggregation:
for a single mobile user the system can allocate up
to d-time-slots simultaneously for downlink and up
to u-time-slots simultaneously for uplink, depending
on mobile station capability class (d+u).
The choice of the number of TBF’s that a
PDCH can have in uplink and downlink depends on
the operator’s choice. For example, in the AlcatelLucent technology up to 6 uplink and 10 downlink
TBF’s are allocated per PDCH.
Our study is focused on the radio allocator
which distributes the downlink radio channels
among voice calls and GPRS data flows.
When modeling our system we consider the
following parameters:
- TS : the number of time-slots of the TDMA
partitioned into a contiguous set of TSV time-slots
dedicated to voice calls, TSVD time-slots shared
between voice and data and TS D time-slots
dedicated to GPRS; time-slots used by data
TS D  TSVD are on a single TDMA which has a total
number of 8 time-slots.
- d (resp. u ): is the number of time-slots that
can be used simultaneously for downlink (resp.
uplink) traffic. All GPRS mobiles have the same
radio capability, denoted d  u .
- The RLC radio block size represents an
important parameter for the GPRS system. In the
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GPRS Coding
Schemes
RLC block radio
(bytes)
Data rate:

GPRS (kbits / s)

TABLE 1
CS-4

CS-1

CS-2

CS-3

23

33

39

53

9.05

13.4

15.6

21.4

- We assume that in the case when there is no
available channel, a voice call will be lost on arrival.
- Voice calls have a preemptive priority over
data flows on the shared part of the TDMA due to
the fact that they generate the largest amount of the
revenue in most actual operating systems.
- As a consequence, if all TSV time-slots
dedicated to voice are occupied and all TSVD timeslots are in use with at least one of them allocated to
data, then one time-slot assigned to GPRS traffic in
the shared part of the TDMA will be reallocated to
voice on the arrival of a GSM request.

3

System Models

With Partial Partitioning strategy the available time
slots (TS) of the TDMA are partitioned into TSV
time-slots dedicated to voice, TS D time-slots
dedicated to data and TSVD time slots shared
between voice and data with a total preemptive
priority of voice over data on the shared part.
The system we have implemented contains
different models dedicated to voice and data. It is
also able to manage the interaction between voice
and data according to the priority of voice calls over
data calls.
We report on the performance of three system
models using the same data model and three
different voice models.

3.1 Data Traffic Model
Data traffic can be considered at different timescale
levels:
(i) the packets level where the elementary
quantities are carried by the network;
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(ii) the flow level which is a concept close to
the application;
(iii) the session level which is a succession
of flows that belong to the same application.
In this paper the data traffic is considered at the
flow level timescale. A session is modeled as a
series of flows (page downloads) separated by
inactivity periods (think times) with no data transfer.
The traffic generated by the users represents an
ON/OFF process as indicated in Fig.4 [10].
Data traffic is modeled under the assumption
that there is a fixed number N of data mobiles in the
cell. Each mobile is doing an ON/OFF traffic with
an infinite number of pages:
 ON periods correspond to the download of an
element like a WAP, a WEB page, an email, a
file, etc. Its size is characterized by a discrete
random variable X on , with an average
value E[] .
 OFF periods correspond to the reading time of
the last downloaded element, which is modeled
as a random variable Toff with an average value

Fig.5 The Engset model applied to data traffic
process
 j  ( N  j ) D  ( N  j )

ON

OFF

We can express the transition rate of the death
process as:
 j  min( jd , TS D ) D  min( jd , TS D )

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

Fig.4 ON/OFF process associated to a session level
 The maximum number of GPRS users in active
transfer is given by:
(3)

m- is the maximum number of users that can use a
single time-slot. The typical value we used is m = 7.
The data traffic process is based on the Engset
model [2] and includes particular specifications as
indicated in Fig.5.
This stochastic process describes the number of
active users at any point in time and represents a
finite state space.
It follows from Fig.5 the transition rate from
state j to j+1,  j according to eq. (4):
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(5)

As indicated in Fig.5, the state j of the Markov
chain corresponds to the number of the data mobiles
that are simultaneously in active transfer (i.e., in the
ON state). The maximum bandwidth capacity they
can use is TS D .
Because of the maximum downloading capacity
d of each GPRS mobile, two situations can be
distinguished:
(1) If jd  TS D , the available bandwidth is not fully
utilized by data mobiles. As a consequence the
transition rate from state j to state j  1 , given by the

generated transfer of one mobile, is jd GPRS ;
E[]
(2) If jd  TS D the allocator has to share the TS D
time-slots among the j data mobiles and the
transition rate from state j to state j  1 is

TS D GPRS ;
E[]
Let pD ( j ) be the steady-state probability that j
users are in active transfer. According to the Engset
model it is modeled by the closed form below:

User begins reading messages
Begin message download

nmax (TS D )  min( N ,32, mTS D )

GPRS
,
E[  ]

for j  1,, nmax

Toff (sec)

ON

(4)

for j  0,1, nmax  1

of E[] seconds.
X on (bits)

1
,
E[]

CNj
1
pD ( j )  pD (0) j
TS i
E[] j
min(d , D ) GPRS

i
E[]
i 1

(6)

We can express the steady-state probability in
terms of data traffic  D , defined by relation (7):
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D 

E[] 1
E[] GPRS

pD ( j )  pD (0)

n

i 1

j
N

j

 min(d ,

TS D
)
i

observe

that

 Dj

/ i)

We consider also the average cell utilization by
GPRS users as defined in [2]:
nmax

the

U   pD ( j )
j 1

min( jd , TS D )
TS D

3.2 Voice Traffic Models
3.2.1 Classical Erlang Model Applied for
Cells with Partial Partitioning
We apply the classical Markov chain model for
voice. It is based on the birth-death structure shown
in Fig.6 and on the following assumptions:
-New voice calls arrive according to a
Poisson process with rate V .
-Call durations are exponentially distributed
with mean V .

All these parameters are functions of the data
traffic load,  D , the available cell capacity,

V

TS D ; TSVD , the user capability d and the total
number N of users.
The average total throughput is determined
using the expression bellow:

V

t 1

t

tV

nmax

X   pD ( j ) jr ( j )

(13)

All these parameters will be used later to define the
performance parameters for the mixed traffic model.

3.1.1 Performance parameters for data traffic
model
Based on distributions given by relation (8) we
compute the average performance parameters of the
system as follows:
- The average downlink throughput per user
( X u );
- The average downlink total throughput ( X );
- The blocking probabilities ( B ) for data;
- The average cell utilization ( U TSD , N ).

t 1

t  1V

(9)

j 1

Fig.6 The birth-death model applied to voice traffic
process

where r(j) represents the effective bandwidth
received by each user:
TS D
)GPRS , for
j

D

(12)

(8)

steady-state
E[]
distribution depends only through the ratio
on
E[]
data traffic parameters E[] and E[] .

r ( j )  min(d ,

 Dmax
n

 min(d , TS

C

can

CNmax
1

B  p(0) nmax

(7)

i 1

We
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j  1, , nmax

Base on this model, we have computed the
steady-state probabilities given by relation (14)
indicating the probability of having t voice calls in
active transfer as function of voice traffic intensity

V  V and system capacity TSV  TSVD :
V

(10)

From formula (9) we can derive the average
throughput per user as:

V
t!
t

nmax

X

Xu 
E[ j ]

 p( j ) min( jd , TS
j 1

nmax

 jp( j )

D

)
GPRS

pV (t )  TSV TSVD



(11)

i 0

j 1

, t  [0, TSV  TSVD ]

(14)

It is assumed that for each call a full time slot
is given. This strategy is also known as full rate
assignment.

The data blocking probability can be
expressed based on Engset model (Fig.5) as
follows:
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Based on relation (14) we have computed the
Erlang-B [1] formula that gives the call blocking
probability necessary to dimension the cell in order
to guarantee a minimum QoS for voice traffic:

i j

i  j 1

i  j 1

i, j, 1
TS TS
V V VD

BV , PP 

(TSV  TSVD )!
TSV TSVD


i 0

V
i!
i

V
(15)

i-1, j, 0

V

3.2.2 Combined FR and HR voice traffic model
A common strategy, called half-rate assignment is to
share the same time slot between two users. This
increases the number of calls in the system in cases
when there are few time slots available. The strategy
implementation needs to define a threshold HRTh
such that when the number of free time slots is less
than HRTh the calls are assigned at half rate [10].
The problem associated with an HR
assignment is that it can force the system into a state
in which many slots are assigned at half-rate, but
each slot to only one user. Because these time-slots
are already allocated to voice calls and due to the
priority of voice over data they are not available to
data. This could induce inefficiencies in the system
when the PP strategy is implemented.
The scheme we have proposed in [12]
allocates half-rate capable mobiles to full – rate or
half-rate channels according to the existing traffic
situation in the cell.
If the number of time slots (traffic channels)
in the cell is above a predefined threshold, half–
rate capable mobiles are allocated to full–rate
channels. Otherwise half-rate capable mobiles will
be given a half-rate time-slot.
The transitions between the possible states
are illustrated in Fig.7
Once a mobile has been allocated to a
full/half rate time-slot, the mobile will operate in
this mode until the call is terminated.
The procedure drawback is the creation of
so-called partially allocated time-slots which are
time slots occupied by only one half-rate call.
To make an optimal uses of resources and to
avoid the rejection of a call from a mobile that has
only full rate capabilities, a re-packing procedure is
applied.
In this case, it is necessary to repack two timeslots, each occupied by only one half-rate call, into
a single time-slot with two half-rate calls.
For the proposed repacking model it is not
possible to find out an analytic expression for the
stationary distributions of the process.
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i, j, 0

iV

i-1, j-1, 1

iV

2 jV

i, j-1, 1

[2( j  1)  1]V

i, j-1, 0

Fig.7 States evolution according to the packing
algorithm
Knowing all the sates of the system, the
possible transitions between these states and their
transition rates, it is possible to construct the Qmatrix of the process and find the stationary
distributions solving numerically the equation
PV Q  0 with the normalization condition

 P ( n)  1 .
V

We

denoted

by

PV (n)

the

n

probability of the current state of our model, where
n
depends
on
tree
coordinates:
n(t )  (n1 (t ), n2 (t ), n3 (t )) .
Based on PV (n) , it is possible to compute the
steady-states probabilities pV* ( s ) , where s
represents the number of time-slots occupied by
voice calls in the system, by summing PV (n) over
all the states included in the macro state s.

pV* ( s ) 



i , j , k i  j  k  s

PV (i, j , k )

(16)

3.2.3 Full Dynamic Half-Rate Allocation (DHR)
The full DHR procedure is based on the so called
half-rate operation feature of mobiles. The DHR
technique allocates always half-rate capable mobiles
to half-rate channels. Mobiles that are not capable
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of half-rate will always be allocated to a full-rate
channel [15].
The model current state equilibrium
distribution PV fh ( n) depends, again on three

For the blocking probability we have used the
expression proposed by Ross [16]:

1
BV f ,h  (1  ch )[ pV f ,h ( N  )  pV f ,h ( N )] 
2
1
ch pV f ,h ( N )  (1  ch ) pV f ,h ( N  )  pV f ,h ( N )
2

coordinates: n(t )  ( n f (t ), nh (t ),0;1)
In this case, the system is a product-form
type network [16] and the equilibrium distribution is
given by:

(22)

V V
pV f ,h (n) 

nf

nh

f

h

n f !nh !

V V

n
nS

nf

nh

f

h

f

, nS

(17)

3.3 Mixed traffic models
The basic idea in constructing the mixed voice and
data traffic model relies on two assumptions:
(1) the voice calls are independent of GPRS
connections;
(2) the voice and data traffic evolve at different
time scales.

!nh !

where V f and Vh represent the traffic for full-rate
mobiles respectively the traffic for half-rate mobiles
and are defined by:

V 
f

V

f





V (1  ch )


3.3.1 Performance parameters for mixed traffic
Based on the distributions given by equations (8),
(14), (16) and (21) we have computed the average
performance parameters of the model.
The mixed traffic model we consider is based
on the PP scheme. We also used this model to
represent the performance parameters when
implementing the CS scheme and making some
dimensioning considerations.
The average performance parameters are
defined as follows:
- the average throughput per user is expressed
as in [2]:

(18)

and

V 
h

V V ch



h

(19)

The coefficient ch represents the percentage of
users capable to use half-rate voice coding.
It can be seen that the total voice traffic respects
the birth-death model indicated in Fig.6.

V  V 
f

h


 V


X u / PP 

s 0

pV (s)X u (min(TS  TSV ,TS  s))

(23)

where
pV ( s )
represent the steady-states
probabilities
for
voice
calls
and
nmax

Xu 

p
j 1

D

( j ) min( jd , TS D )GPRS

represents

the

nmax

 jp
j 1

D

( j)

data throughput per user when each service has its
dedicated time-slots [12].
When the cell capacity is shared according to
PP schemes between voice and data, among the
TSVD time slots, those not used by the voice calls
may be used for data traffic with a probability
equal to the probability that TS  TS D  s are used
by GSM users: pV (TS  TS D  s) .

qpV f ,h  q   V f pV f ,h (q  1) 
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(20)

For calculating the probabilities given by
equation (17) we apply the one dimensional
recursion formula independently published by
Kaufman and Roberts.
Due to different services (full rate and half rate)
current in the system the Kaufman-Roberts is
applied to the total number of time-slots occupied by
voice in a cell q, q  [0, TS  TS D ] :

1
1
1 3
 Vh pV f ,h (q  ), q  ,1, ,
2
2
2 2

TS TSD

(21)
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In equation (23) we have used three different
expressions for pV ( s) according to equations (14),
(16) and (21):
- for the total average throughput we used the
formula proposed in [17]:
X PP 

TS TS D


s 0

pV ( s )X (min(TS  TSV , TS  s ))

Fig.8. The results obtained using different voice
traffic models shows that the best throughput per
user is provided by the model based on combined
FR and HR voice traffic. The performance of the
full DHR voice model depends on the value of ch
coefficient. In that scenario ch coefficient is equal to
0.25. For ch values close to 1 the performance of
Full DHR model are similar to the combined FR and
HR model. For the shared part of available time
slots TS VD we have use two different values in order
to show the dependency of the performance
parameter.
Figure 8 shows that for a large number of
GPRS users the total throughput becomes small and
independent of voice traffic model as well as of
shared part of time slots.

(24)

making the same considerations as before and
nmax

considering: X   pD ( j ) min( jd , TS D )GPRS .
j 1

- the data blocking probability is computed
similarly to [2] as follows:

BPP 

TS TS D


s 0

pV ( s ) B(min(TS  TSV , TS  s))

(25)
50
Erlang, TSV =1
Combined HR-FR, TSV =1
Full DHR, TSV =1

45
max
pD (0)C Nmax
1  D

where

nmax

n

 min(d , TS D / i)

40

represents

the

i 1

probability that TS D time-slots are being used by
nmax users among the other ( N  1) users.
For the cell utilization parameter we construct a
formula similarly to (23-25) considering the
interaction between voice and data.
U PP 

5

TS TSD


s 0

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

pV (s)U (min(TS  TSV ,TS  s))

0

10

20

30

(26)

40
50
60
70
Number of GPRS users

80

90

100

Fig.8 Throughput per user
The total throughput for the mixed traffic
models according to equation (24) is represented in
Fig.9 using the same conditions as before.

Experimental results and
dimensioning aspects

We implement the proposed mixed traffic models
by simple programs written in Matlab and
experiment various scenarios.
For the data traffic we adopt the following
parameters: E[ ]  5KB , E[ ]  12 s , GPRS
mobile class: 4+1 and CS2 coding scheme
( GPRS  13, 4kbits / s ).

60

50

Total Throughput

40

The voice traffic load V was considered 5
Erlang.
The considered system is a cell equipped with
a single TRX that provides: TS  8 , TS D  1 . For
the shared part of cell time-slots, TS VD , we used
different values.
The throughput per user for the mixed traffic
models according to equation (23) is represented in
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Erlang, TSV =5
Combined HR-FR, TSV =5
Full DHR, TSV =5

35
Throughput per users

n

B

30
Erlang, TSV =1
Combined HR-FR, TSV =1
Full DHR, TSV =1

20

Erlang, TSV =5
10

0

Combined HR-FR, TSV =5
Full DHR, TSV =1
0

10

20

30

40
50
60
70
Number of GPRS users

80

90

Fig.9 Total throughput
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The comparison between the performance
measures shows similar results for throughput per
user as presented before for total throughput.
The mobile multi-slot capability d has a high
influence on the total throughput and on the
throughput per user in low load cases and becomes
negligible in high cell loads.
Figure 10 shows the blocking probability
according to equation (25) as a function of the
number of GPRS users in the cell.

The choice of TS VD and TS D influences the
quality of service perceived by the data users.
The number of TS D time-slots should be
established in order to guarantee a minimum QoS
level for data traffic.
The choice of TS VD is made with the purpose
of guarantee a minimum QoS for each type of
traffic: voice and data.
In practice it is necessary to dimension the cell
for reduced voice traffic loads in order to guarantee
a fixed voice call blocking probability and a
minimum QoS for data traffic.
As a consequence, a balance between the
reduction of offered voice calls and the performance
perceived by data users has to be defined by the
operator.
Table 2 shows the number of necessary timeslot for different value of voice traffic loads ( V ),
considering for blocking probability the typical
value 2%. We have also considered different models
for voice traffic.
The voice models influence the minimum
number of time slots required to guarantee a fixed
voice blocking probability.
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Figure 11 depicts the cell utilization parameter
as defined by equation (26) for a cell with
TS VD  3 and combined HR-FR voice traffic
model. It shows that cell utilization depends on
data traffic load given by E[] .
The blocking probability and the throughput
are important parameters for dimensioning
purposes. Figures 8-10 show that these parameters
depend on the number of GPRS users and on the
shared part of time-slots.
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TABLE 2
[Erlang]
Erlang B formula
Combined HR-FR
Full DHR, ch=0
Full DHR, ch=0,25
Full DHR, ch=0.5
Full DHR, ch=0,75
Full DHR, ch=1
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In this work we have developed analytical models
for the performance evaluation of GSM/GPRS cells
with partial partitioning strategy. The proposed
models deal with mixed traffic voice and data and
allow to better measure the performance of the
systems according to traffic loads. The model we
presented is a general one and permit furthermore
the implementation of complete sharing allocation
strategy as a particular case
The constructed models are suitable for
dimensioning purposes. The comparative analysis
we have made shows that the performance
parameters are highly dependent on the voice traffic
model. Both combined HR-FR and Full DHR voice
models are recommended for dimensioning radio
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resources. The Full DHR model is computational
efficient implemented and focus on full-rate and
half-rate capabilities of mobile equipments.
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